Life in a Plains Ca11zp.Bobbie Kalrnan. Illus. Barbara Bedell, Margaret A n y Reiach,
and Bonna Rouse. Crabtree, 2001.32 pp. $9.95 paper. ISBN 0-7787-0369-X.
Tlus short book offers a good overview of generalized Plains Indian life. It fits well
with other books in the Native Nations of North America series and is careful, at
the outset, to note that it generalizes about some thirty Native Nations Living on
the Great Plains before Europeans arrived. I would have liked to see a timeline in
change over time: not only were culthe introduction to help readers ~u~derstand
also changed dramatically. The various book
tures not static, but e~~vironments
sections, including "Camp Society," "Hunting the Buffalo," and "Men's and Women's Clothing," provide excellent detail and are amply colo~uillustrated.Occasional
colour photographs, such as a woman dressed for tending crops, add a present-day
tone to avoid the suggestion that these cultures are entirely gone.
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Wolf and tlze Seveiz Little Kids. AIUIBlades. Illus. AIUI Blades. Groundwood, 1999.
32 p p $15.95paper ISBN 0-88899-364-1. Ages 2-5.
Ann Blades has produced a version of this Brothers G r i m tale that will rivet a
y o u ~ child's
g
attention but may produce feelings of uneasiness a ~ even
d fear in the
age group to which it is targeted. Aimed at children aged two to five, the tale
g being devoured whole by a marauding wolf, and
involves unattended y o u ~ kids
although the illustrations are sensitive in their lack of grapluc detail, we are presented with the mother goat cutting her children out of the wolf's stomach with a
pair of scissors. All does, of course, turn out well in the end, and UI the midst of the
tale children can amuse themselves by finding each kid's hiding place from the wolf
~ IBlades's
I
cunning illustration. At tlus poult in the story, the wolf seems like a11
knminent threat, and so Blades tells us that "The little luds were terrified and tried
to hide" (12).With her clear prose and simple language,Blades gives us a bright a r ~ d
imaginatively rendered tale that will enchant and intrigue children mature enough
to handle its sometimes scary subject matter.
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